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Poetry analysis worksheet 7th grade

In the past, students have analyzed poetry using SG-CASTT. Today, however, students analyse the poems shown with a partner that focuses especially figuratively. I fainted in a poetry analysis diagram of figurative language. We checked the terms, and I reminded students that if they needed
clarification on terms, they could refer to their notebooks. In addition, I provided Poetry Analysis Narrative, which addressed questions that students may ask themselves when analyzing poetry. They glued this resource to their notebooks. (10 min) Next, I randomly share poems with partners to identify
figurative language in a prescribed poem. The Rose that Grew from Concrete, by Tupac Shakur Woman Work, by Maya Angelou Those Winter Sundays, by Robert Hayden Making a Fist, by Naomi Shihab Nye Mother to son, by Langston Hughes the Shell, by James Stephens Conquerors by Henry
Treece Students worked together analyzing their prescribed poem. There were two sets of partners in the class analyzing the same poem. After 20 minutes, I advised partners to gather with other partners with the same poem to discuss the figurative language in the poem. (20 mins) Each student kept
narrative analysis in their notebooks to continue analyzing on Day 2. This is the poetry books section. Poetry is an art form in which human language is used for its aesthetic qualities in addition to or instead of nominal and semantic content. It consists largely of oral or literate works in which the language
is used in a way that the user and the public feel is different from ordinary prose. Many students enjoy reading and writing poetry. The rhyme and images in poetry make it fun and interesting. There are many famous poets who write about how people feel and think. There are many kinds of poems in the
English language. Poetry is fun to read, write and listen to. Our poetry books deal with different grade levels. Here's a graphical preview for all the poetry tables. Our poetry books are free to download and easily available in PDF format. Use these poetry tables at school or at home. Grades K-5 Poetry
Books Here is a graphic preview for all kindergarten, 1. class, 2. class, 3. class, 4. class and 5. class poetry books. Click on the image to show our poetry table. Grades 6-8 Poetry Books Here's a graphic preview for everyone 6. Click on the image to show our poetry table. Grades 9-12 Poetry Books
Here's a graphic preview for everyone 9. Click on the image to show our poetry table. Poetry is rich figurative language. Although examples of all literary genres can be found in figurative languages, perhaps no more than poetry. Good poets pack the meaning worlds into small lines. These lines evoke
emotions, thoughts and sometimes social changes. One way in which poets perform these linguistic miracles is through the use of figurative language. This page contains a selection of poems that I think are rich in figurative language. Each poem also contains a sample of understanding, conclusions,
reviews and discussion questions so that they are ready for classroom use. Learn more about how I study figurative language in class with my figurative language lesson and unit plans. Figurative Language Poem 1: Carl Sandburg Sketch – This short poem depicts ships on the beach and rolling tide. It
uses playback really nicely, as well as personalization, hyperbole, metaphor and allitation. Proposed reading level for this text: Carl Sandburg Draft 3-7 | RTF Sketch by Carl Sandburg | PDF sketch: Carl Sandburg | Preview answers Figurative language makes poetry come to life. Figurative language
prayer 2: I Sing the Battle by Harry Kemp – There is often a naïve and joyous rush into battle before the wars begin, and a sober reality check after the horrors have been unleashed. Kemp expresses this dynamically nicely with interesting rhetorical technology. This poem uses personalization, parable,
metaphor, allitation, and dialogue. Suggested reading level for this text: Class 4-8 I Sing the Battle by Harry Kemp | RTF I Sings The Battle of Harry Kemp | PDF I Sing the Battle | Preview View Answers Figurative Language Poem 3: From Robert Blair's Tomb – This poem gives readers a posture
interpretation of life and death. It uses metaphor, metaphor, personalization, hyperbole, and the tone of the poem is a fascinating center of conversation. Proposed reading level for this text: Robert Blair's Class 5-9 Tomb | RTF The Grave author Robert Blair | PDF Robert Blair's tomb | Preview replies
figurative language prayer 4: Dawn awakening! Otto Leland Bohanan – Written by an African-American poet over the Harlem Renaissance, this work expresses the power and beauty of sunrise as it clears the darkness. These poems use personalization, metaphor, hyperbole and great images. There is
also an interesting moment in the poem where the tone changes and suggests something more. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 5-9 Dawn Awakening! by Otto Leland Bohanan | RTF Dawn Awakening! by Otto Leland Bohanan | PDF Dawn awakening! by Otto Leland Bohanan | Preview View

Answers Figurative Language Poem 5: Annie Matheson's Dream – This poem depicts the beauty of nature as night falls over the summer day; it is also full of figurative There are numerous examples of multiple metaphors, a couple of metaphors, a beautiful language and at least five examples of
personalization, which makes this a great poem to explore if you teach personalization. Suggested reading level for this text: Class 9-13 Sleep by Annie Matheson | RTF Sleep by Annie Matheson | PDF Sleep Software: Annie Matheson | Preview View Answers Figurative Language Poem 6: From Emily
Dickinson's X and XXI - This spreadsheet is actually two poems, each about books. They compliment each other really well. These poems contain numerous examples of personalization, metaphor and clotting; More importantly, they promote literacy. Together, these poems contain metaphor,
personalization and allitation. Suggested reading level for this text: Grades 8-12 X and XXI Emily Dickinson | RTF X and XXI by Emily Dickinson | PDF X and XXI by Emily Dickinson | Preview View Answers Figurative Language Poem 7: Amy Lowell's Woman – This poem describes the interaction
between a young woman and an old woman from a young woman's perspective. This work has some squirming and well-crafted figurative languages. In particular, it contains metaphor, personalization, hyperbole and parable. Suggested reading level for this text: Amy Lowell's rating 6-10 A Lady | RTF A
Lady factor Amy Lowell | PDF Amy Lowell's Woman | Preview View Answers Figurative Language Poem 8: Joseph Warren Beach's Black Land – This poem proudly depicts a farmer and he forked out the land. It contains interesting uses of metaphor, personalization and parable. Suggested number level
for this text: Grade 3-7 Figurative Language Rose 8: Black Country | RTF Figurative Language Rose 8: Black Country | PDF Figurative Language Rose 8: Black Country | Preview View Answers Figurative Language Poem 9: Operating Theatre by John Reed – This poem is a little harder than many other
poems on this page. It also addresses a topic that can be dark or troubling for some readers. It's about the hospital operating room and the man who wakes up to find that he's lost the use of his legs. The poem is chilling, but wonderfully written. It uses metaphor, metaphor and hyperbole. Proposed
reading level for this text: John Reed's operating theatre 9-13 December 2005 RTF Operating Theatre: John Reed | JOHN Reed's PDF Operating Theatre | Preview Matches copy copies of Anchor Standards. ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.4 – Interpret words and phrases as used in text, including the
determination of technical, connovative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how certain word selections shape meaning or tone. with CCSS. ELA-Literacy.CCRA.L.5 – Show understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in the meaning of words. Expand to view all CCSS
language standards for figurative language core space standards. ELA Literacy.RL.3.4 - Configure words and phrases as used in the text, separating the literal from the non-reader language. with CCSS. ELA Literacy.RL.4.4 – Define the meaning of words and phrases as used in text, including those that
refer to significant characters found in mythology (e.g. with CCSS. ELA Literacy.RL.5.4 – Define the meaning of words and phrases as used in text, including figurative language such as metaphors and sililes. with CCSS. ELA Literacy.RL.6.4 – Define the meaning of words and phrases as used in text,
including figurative and connotative meanings; Analyze the impact of a particular choice of words on meaning and tone. with CCSS. ELA Literacy.RL.7.4 – Define the meaning of words and phrases as used in text, including figurative and connoitating meanings; analyze the effect of rhyming and other
sound repetition (e.g. allitation) on a particular verse or stanza of a poem or drama poem or part of a poem or drama. with CCSS. ELA Literacy.RL.8.4 – Define the meaning of words and phrases as used in text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of certain word choices on
meaning and tone, including analogies or comparisons with other texts. with CCSS. ELA Literacy.RL.9-10.4 – Define the meaning of words and phrases as used in text, including figurative and connoitating meanings; analyze the cumulative effect of certain word choices on meaning and tone (e.g. how
language evokes a sense of time and place; how it sets an official or informal tone). with CCSS. ELA-Literacy.RL.11-12.4 – Define the meaning of words and phrases as used in the text, including figurative and connoitating meanings; Analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone,
including words with multiple meanings or a language that is particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful. (Include Shakespeare and other writers.) with CCSS. ELA Literacy.L.3.5 – Show understanding of figurative languages, word relationships, and nuances in the meaning of words. with CCSS. ELA
Literacy.L.4.5a – Simply explain in context the meaning of metaphors and metaphors (e.g. as beautiful as an image). with CCSS. ELA Literacy.L.4.5b – Identify and explain the meaning of common idiots, words, and proverbs. with CCSS. ELA Literacy.L.5.5a – Interpret figurative language, including
metaphors and metaphors, in context. with CCSS. ELA Literacy.L.5.5b – Identify and explain the meaning of common idiots, words, and proverbs. with CCSS. ELA-Literacy.L.6.5a – Interpret call alleys (e.g. personalisation) in context. CCSS ELA-Literacy.L.7.5a – Interpret speech characters (e.g. literary,
biblical, and mythological connections) in context. with CCSS. ELA-Literacy.L.8.5a – Interpret call alleys (e.g. verbal irony, puns) in context. with CCSS. ELA Literacy.L.9-10.5a — Interpret call alleys (e.g. euphemisms, oxymoron) in context and their role in the text. with CCSS. ELA Literacy.L.11-12.5a –
Interpret call alleys (e.g. hyperbole, paradox) in context and analyze their role in the text. See Source Common Core Lesson and Unit Plans Understanding Common Core Space Standards Looking for Something Else? Figurative language tables Figurative language activities Figurative language lesson
and unit plans Interactive online figurative language training activities Figurative language Video game Examples figurative language All reading lists Spreadsheets
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